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In this study, the dependence of sample size and light intensity on the fluorescence intermittency of
semiconductor nanorods is investigated. We present a model with diffusion-controlled electron-transfer reactions
involving anomalous diffusion in energy configuration space. This model leads to a general formulat-m

exp[-(Γt)n] for the temporal behavior of blinking statistics, wheremandn are related to the time dependence
of the spectral diffusion. We reanalyze the experimental data of the long-time bending tail of CdSe nanorods
and elucidate the size effects of the bending rates and activation energy.

Introduction

Developments in nanofabrication of low-dimension materials
such as quantum dots (QDs), nanorods (NRs), and nanotubes
have generated much interest in scientific research.1,2 Intensive
experimental studies have been made to explore the photo-
physical properties, such as band-edge exciton states3-5 and
fluorescence intermittency (or blinking) of single QDs6-14 and
NRs.15 Blinking in single QDs or NRs under continual light
illumination occurs due to transitions between a dark state and
a light state, involving electron-transfer reactions. Unlike the
conventional studies of the electron-transfer (ET) processes of
an ensemble system where the fluorescence decay is often
characterized by a single-exponential decay, the probability
distribution of the waiting time for either “on” or “off” events,
or so-called blinking statistics, in single-particle or single-
molecule experiments often follows nonexponential decay. The
dark state is believed to represent a hole residing in the core of
a QD, whereas the electron is probably trapped in surface states.
A QD in the charged separated state that appears dark is likely
due to rapid Auger relaxation process; however, the light state
represents exciton states that decay to the ground state by
emitting a photon. If the transition rate between the dark and
light states were a constant in time, then the blinking statistics
would have followed a single-exponential decay. However, in
most single-QD experiments, the blinking statistics is found to
be nonexponential.6-16

Since the early work by Wang and Wolynes,17 considerable
theoretical understanding of blinking phenomena has been
advanced. Supplementing other theoretical efforts to improve
physical insight into the power-law blinking phenomena,7,13,18-21

we present here an improved model to explain the cause of the
breakdown of the poser law and the long bending tails observed
in experiments recently.16 In this study, we investigate the
temporal behavior of blinking statistics for CdSe NRs and the
size dependence of the bending rate. On the basis of this
improved model involving diffusion-controlled reactions with
anomalous diffusion, we derive a general formula that prescribes
a short-time power law and a crossover to a stretched expo-
nential decay at later times. We will use the blinking data of

CdSe nanorods (NRs)16 as an example to demonstrate interesting
temporal behavior and show that the data are consistent with
our model predictions. In addition, the blinking statistics of NRs
of various sizes and light intensities will be analyzed to extract
useful physical quantities not reported previously.

Diffusion-Controlled Electron Transfer Involving Anoma-
lous Diffusion. Here we extend the diffusion-controlled electron-
transfer (DCET) model20,21 using a more-general anomalous
diffusion. As suggested by experimental observation, there is a
strong correlation between blinking and spectral diffusion as
manifested by energy fluctuation for the light and dark states.
We consider the following anomalous diffusion involving the
reactions coordinateQ in an energy configuration space

The Green function below can be shown to satisfy eq 1

with time-dependent drift and diffusion coefficients as

The above diffusion equation and the Green function are more
general than the one used earlier in the DCET model,20,21 but
the Laplace transform ofP(t) is still related to the Green function
at the sinkQc

whereA is proportional to the electronic coupling for the charge
transfer.

If Q(t) represents an Ornstein-Ulenbeck process21 that occurs
in a Debye medium, then one has the second moment∆(t) ≡
<(Q(t) - <Q(t)>)2 > or Dτc1 - exp(-2t/τc) ∝ t and the
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first moment<Q(t)> - <Q(0)> ) <Q(0)> [exp(-t/τc) - 1]
∝ t. The blinking statisticsPon(t) for the on events orPoff(t) for
the off events is shown to follow an inverse power-law statistics
with an exponent3/2 and a long-time exponential tail as20

Γk is the bending rate for the tail,τk is the diffusion correlation
time,EA,on ) (λ + ∆G0)2/4λ is the activation energy for forward
ET andEA,off ) (λ - ∆G0)2/4λ for reverse ET,∆G0 is the free-
energy gap, andλ is the reorganization energy.

We consider here a non-Debye response for the energy
fluctuations with Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts (KWW) func-
tion,23 we have

and

It leads to a time-dependent diffusion constant with∆2(t) ∝ t µ

and<Q(t)> - <Q(0)> ∝ tν at short times. For such anomalous
diffusion, we obtained the following temporal behavior for the
blinking statisticsP(t) as

showing an inverse power law with an exponentm ) 2 - µ/2
and an exponentn for the stretched exponential withn ) 2ν -
µ. Equation 7 is the central result of this work that describes
the crossover for a power law with an exponentm to a stretched
exponential decay with an exponentn. The exponent valuesm
andn are shown to be related to the temporal behavior for the
first and second moments in eq 6. Although a power law with
an m different from3/2 was obtained in our previous report,20

the crossover to a stretched exponential with an exponentn was
not treated. The above general formula, derived in eq 7, is the
core result of the present work and has not been addressed
previously. For normal diffusion,m ) 3/2, n ) 1, and eq 7
reduces to eq 5.

Although we used KWW function, which was used com-
monly to describe the dielectric relaxation of polymers, we did
not necessarily mean that anomalous diffusion in NRs for energy
fluctuations is caused by the same dielectric relaxation mech-
anism as that in polymers. The KWW-type behavior simply
means a wide distribution in the spectral density of energy
fluctuations. In eq 1, we considered a decoupled 1D reaction.
Such a description for light-state blinking represents a reduced
equation from a more-general treatment involving the ground
state and the photoexcited state.21 As shown by us previously,21

due to fast population recycling between these two states of a
light QD, the effective diffusion correlation time has light-
intensity dependence. In contrast, for the dark state with an
electron trapped in surface states, the waiting time distribution
is insensitive to change of light intensity.

Analysis of the Blinking Statistics for CdSe Nanorods.We
now proceed to analyze the experimental data of CdSe nanorods
using eq 8. As an example of the application of this model, we
used the data from the recent work by Wang et al.16 In their
report, the blinking statistics data were fitted directly assuming
P(t) ∝ t-m exp(-Γt) with a single-exponential tail. Such an
approach yields poor fits to the tail especially if the tail is far

from a single exponential. Here we reanalyze their data based
on our model and formulas presented in this work. In our
analysis using eq 7 withP(t) ∝ t-m exp[-(Γ t)n], we first
determinedm of the power-law dependence for all samples by
extracting from some data points at very-short times. Oncem
and the proportional constant of eq 7 were obtained, the full-
range data of log10[P(t)] versus log(t) were analyzed. We first
chose a fixedn but letΓ float to determine theø2 deviation for

Pk (t) ∝ t-3/2 exp[-Γk t]

Γkτk ) EA,k /2kBT (5)

∆2(t) ) ∆2(∞)[1 - exp(-(t/τc)
µ)] ≈ ∆2(∞)(t/τc)

µ (6a)

1 - ∆1(t) ) 1 - exp(-(t/τc)
ν) ≈ (t/τc)

ν (6b)

P(t) ∝ (t/τc)
-2+µ/2 exp(-(Γt)2ν-µ)

∝ t-m exp(-(Γt)n) (7)

TABLE 1: Fitted Decay Time Constant Γ -1 for Both On
and Off Events at I ) 210 W/cm2 for Seven NR Samples of
Various Sizesa

R
(nm)

L
(nm)

Γon
-1 (s)

mon ) 1.35,non ) 0.85
Γoff

-1 (s)
moff ) 1.10,noff ) 0.30

NR1 1.70 18 0.83 2.29
NR2 1.75 25 0.52 1.75
NR3 1.70 28 0.65 1.59
MR4 2.60 18 1.59 1.53
NR5 2.60 28 0.86 0.89
NR6 3.20 22 1.75 0.79
NR7 3.45 34 0.92 0.47

a The error is about 10% forΓon
-1 and about 25% forΓoff

-1.

Figure 1. (a) Blinking statisticsP(t) of the on and off events for
samples NR5 (top) and NR7 (bottom) in a log-log plot with fitted
solid curves. The fitted parameters are listed in Table 1. The bending
tail for Poff(t) is far from single-exponential and can be best fitted using
t-m exp[-(Γt)n]. (b) Log-log plot of Pon(t) and the fitted curve for
sample NR4 at two light intensities, showing more-pronounced bending
at a higher intensity. The time scale is in seconds.
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all NRs, then changedn and repeated the procedure to find the
optimaln with a minimalø2. With such an optimaln, we could
then determine the long-time bending rateΓ for each NR more
accurately. The fittedΓ values ofPon(t) andPoff(t) at I ) 210
W/cm2 for seven NR samples are listed in Table 1. The
experimental and fitted curves ofPon(t) andPoff(t) for samples
NR5 and NR7 are illustrated in Figure 1a. The exponents for
the power law ofPon(t) andPoff(t) appear to be slightly different
with mon ) 1.35 ((0.05) andmoff ) 1.10 ((0.05). The long-
time tail for Pon(t) yieldsnon ) 0.85( 0.05. The long-time tail
of Poff(t) for the off events, however, is highly nonexponential
and can only be best described by a stretched exponential with
noff ) 0.30 ( 0.05.

Because of the light-induced diffusion in light QDs,8 the
inverse of the diffusion correlation timeτon increases with
photoexcitation rate, that is, 1/τon ) 1/τ0 + cIσabs, whereI is
the light intensity,σabs is the optical absorption cross section,
and τ0 is the intrinsic time constant that is not light-induced.
As a consequence, the bending in the tail becomes more-

pronounced at higher intensities as illustrated in Figure 1b.
For the normal diffusion case, one obtains from eq 5

and from eq 8 for the anomalous diffusions

To analyze the size dependence ofΓon, eq 10 was used. The
cross sectionσabs is proportional to NR’s physical volume. If
∆G0 ∝ exp(-âR) and the reorganization energyλ is much
smaller than the free-energy gap∆G0, then one hasEA,on ∼
(∆G0)2/4λ ∝ exp(-2âR). Using the values ofΓon for NRs of
different sizes from Table 1 and for NR4 at various light
intensities in Table 2, we fittedΓon by (a + bIV/V4)[exp(-2â-
(R - R4))]1/non according to eq 10, where the volumeV4 )
345 nm3 and the radiusR4 ) 2.6 nm for NR4. Because of light-
induced spectral diffusion, the bending rate forPon(t) increases
with light intensity as shown in Figure 2a with a fit ofa + bI,
wherea ) 0.32 ((0.10) andb ) 0.0015 ((0.0002). In Figure
2b, the ratioEA,on (R)/EA,on (R4) for NRs of various sizes is
fitted by C exp(-2âR) with â ) 0.35( 0.08 (nm-1) andC )
7.9 ( 2.6. According to the work by Le Thomas et al.,3 the
exciton ground-state energy of NRs (in the inset of their Figure
5) appears to behave approximately as exp(-â R) with â ∼
0.27 nm-1 within the range of 1-5 nm. This value is close to
our estimatedâ for ∆G0 between the light and dark states, which
might have similarR dependence as the exciton ground state.

For the off events, the long-time bending tail is characterized
by a highly stretched exponential and the values ofΓoff are listed
in Table 1. As illustrated in Figure 3,Γoff appears to increase
with volume of an NR. The bending tail for the off events of
QDs has not been noticed in previous reports because of the
much-smaller physical volume for QDs than NRs. For the on
events in Figure 2a, there is volume dependence in 1/τon ) 1/τ0

+ cIσabs becauseσabs increases with volume. However, the
bending for the off events is insensitive to the changes in light

TABLE 2: Fitted Decay Time Γ -1 for NR4 (R ) 2.6 nm, L ) 18 nm) at Various Intensities with Fixed mon ) 1.35 andnon )
0.85

I (W/cm2) 90 210 300 400 500 600 690 870 1000
Γ -1 (s) 1.76 1.60 1.49 1.05 1.07 0.97 0.64 0.61 0.51

Figure 2. (a) Dependence of the on event bending rateΓon for sample
NR4 on light intensityI in W/cm2. (b) Semilog plot of the ratio of the
activation energyEA,on(R)/EA,on(R4) vs the radiusR for several NRs at
210 W/cm2 with a fit by 7.9 exp(-2âR) whereâ ) 0.35.

EA,on

2kBT
) Γonτon )

Γon

τ0
-1 + cIσabs

(9)

EA,on

2kBT
) (Γonτon)

non ) [Γon/(τ0
-1 + cIσabs)]

non (10)

Figure 3. Bending rateΓoff of the off events vs the physical volume
of seven CdSe NR samples, showing simple linear volume dependence.
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intensity. Therefore, the linear volume dependence ofΓoff might
involve different mechanisms. The Auger constant is found to
increase with the physical volume of a QD or NR.24,25Because
both the Auger relaxation process and the bending rate for the
dark NRs have similar volume dependencies, we suspect that
such a relaxation process in a dark NR due to the excessive
hole might play a key role in causing the volume dependence
in Γoff. More studies will be needed to verify our intuitive
arguments and clarify the origin for such a size effect.

Conclusions

In conclusion, we derived in eq 7 a general formulat-m exp[-
(Γt)n] for better description of blinking statistics, and reported
for the first time the characterization of the blinking statistics
of single NRs by an initial power law with a crossover to a
stretched exponential decay. These exponentsmandn are shown
to be related to the first and second moments of the spectral
diffusion process. For the normal diffusion case,m ) 3/2 andn
) 1, but for anomalous diffusion,mandn can be different from
their ideal values. Our estimates ofmon ∼ 1.35 (close to3/2) for
the on events andnon ∼ 0.85 (close to 1) indicate nearly normal
diffusion for the light NRs. For the off events, however, our
finding of moff ∼ 1.10 and a very smallnoff ∼ 0.30 indicates
that the bending tail follows a highly stretched exponential decay
due to anomalous diffusive processes for dark NRs. Anomalous
diffusion is often observed in disordered systems with dispersive
diffusion correlation times.26 Because the dark state involves
an electron in many possible surface traps, these traps could
result in a distribution of the diffusion correlation times due to
different energy barriers for these trap states. Therefore, it is
reasonable to expect that the spectral diffusion for dark NRs
could be highly anomalous. The bending rateΓon for the on
events was shown to increase with light intensity. FromΓon of
various sizes, we deduced the radius dependence for the energy
gap. The diffusion equation and the temporal behavior for the
first and the second moments we used in eqs 1-3 describe
energy fluctuations and could be derived from a Hamiltonian
of very-general multimode harmonic oscillators including linear
displacement and Duschinsky mode mixings.27,28Such a subject
will be treated elsewhere.

This work improves the understanding of anomalous diffusion
and its influence on the temporal behavior of the blinking
statistics, and the size dependence for the activation energy. In
addition, we found simple volume dependence forΓoff, indicat-
ing that the dark-state diffusion might be related to an Auger-
assisted process, which has a similar volume dependence. The
details about how Auger relaxation affects diffusion correlation
times remain to be explored. The exponentm of the power-law
blinking statistics in QDs appears to be affected by choices of
dielectric media.12 It deserves future systematic investigation

to understand how dielectric media affectm and n for the
blinking statistics of NRs.
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